The Succulent
Cactus WAX Studio Magazine!

Welcome to February’s Edition of The
Succulent!
February is the month of LOVE! Valentine’s Day features
heavily in February- it reminds us to show appreciation and
love for those around us. Many couples, friends, family members, and loved ones buy each other gifts
and cards to express their feelings of love toward each other. Talking of loved ones…. according to my
demographic data at Cactus WAX Studio, it is the female that has a tendency to frequent salons, spas,
studios, and purchase beauty products, but males, not so much! I don’t have a reason as to why this
might be… but the facts and figures show this.
What can we do to encourage our guy partners, friends, family members to take good care of
themselves on the same level that most women do?
Why does it feel so taboo for many men to get a
manicure, or a facial? I do think that there is a slight
recent shift in men using spa facilities, but not on the
level there should be. At Cactus WAX Studio we have
men coming in for WAXing (particularly nostrils, ears,
and backs, eyebrows), cyclists have leg hair removed
to prevent chafing/complications with road rash,
body builders clear their underarms, and expose their
muscles more efficiently on their chests and abs…

Encourage your guys to take care of themselves. Start at Cactus WAX Studio- no judgement here! I
promise there will not be any 40 Year Old Virgin WAX Scenes!!
WARNING X RATED LANGUAGE…… (ADULT VIEWING ONLY) Click Image Below (Not for sensitive audience!!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuD8sukGLuo

However, we are yet to have the opportunity to welcome any chaps into out facial spa.
But why? Guys get skin problems too- they need blocked pores clearing, blackheads extracting,
Colorado dry skin needs supreme moisturizing… Let us make it our mission to promote equity in all
areas. We also have special Facials for Teens, and Back-cials for those annoying pimples and blocked
pores on backs and shoulders.
We have the professional tools to clear skin- pretty manly!!
Ingrown hairs are not fun- they can become painful and infected. We
can help prevent
ingrown hairs. Our
exfoliators, scrubs,
peels, and masks
will keep these bad
boys at bay!

Ok- back to Valentine’s Day…… Let’s face it, smooth skin is SEXY! Treat yourself and your partner to
going as bare as you dare down there!!! You know what I’m talking about!! You have choices…

This…

or This…..

(You are Welcome)

Limited time….. SPECIAL OFFER at Cactus WAX Studio….
(February 9 through 16, 2019)
Purchase one Brazilian/Brozilian and get one FREE for your partner!
(No gender judgment- whatever works for you)

Must both be booked and purchased within the same week!

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
WITH LOVE
Wendy at Cactus WAX Studio.

Book Online at www.cactuswaxstudio.com
Tel: 303 494 1654
Walk Ins Welcome

NOT SURE WHAT YOU WANT? A Facial Spa Gift Certificate SHOULD COVER IT!
(MyChelle Dermaceuticals Facial Spa Services at Cactus WAX Studio $35-$75)
LOOK and FEEL FABULOUS!
FABULOUS Prices- FABULOUS Products- FABULOUS Service- FABULOUS YOU!

